
Session two material (You Be The Judge) 
Vocabulary 

 

barbed 'wire noun [U]  
a type of strong wire with sharp points on it, used to prevent people or animals from entering or leaving 

a place, especially a field:  
a barbed wire fence  

 

bum around/about (somewhere) (TRAVEL) phrasal verb INFORMAL  
to travel around in different places or in a particular area, with no plans, no job and little money:  
After college she spent a year bumming around the States.  

 

law-abiding  US  adjective  
Someone who is law-abiding obeys the law:  
Such actions against law-abiding citizens will not be tolerated.  

 

recreation  noun [C or U]  
(a way of) enjoying yourself when you are not working:  
His favourite recreations are golf and playing Scrabble.  
Emma's only form of recreation seems to be shopping.  
recreational  adjective  

recreational activities/facilities/interests  
 

lenient  adjective  
not as severe or strong in punishment or judgment as would be expected:  
They believe that judges are too lenient with terrorist suspects.  
In view of the quantity of drugs involved, 16 years was the most lenient sentence (= punishment) the 

judge could impose.  
leniently  adverb  

leniency  noun [U]  
The defending lawyer asked for leniency on the grounds of her client's youth.  

 

tailor (MAKE SPECIALLY)  US  verb [T]  
to make or prepare something following particular instructions  
tailor-made  US  adjective  

specially made for a particular purpose:  
a tailor-made package/product/course  

be tailor-made for sth  
to have all the right skills and abilities for a particular task:  
It sounds as though you're tailor-made for the job.  

 

punt (KICK)  verb [T]  
1 (in rugby or American football) to kick the ball after you have dropped it from your hands and before it 

touches the ground, or (in football) to kick the ball powerfully so that it goes a long way  

2 US INFORMAL If you punt something, you decide not to do or include it:  

We were running out of time, so we decided to punt the sightseeing and just go shopping.  

punt  noun [C]  
a way of kicking the ball in rugby or American football, by dropping it from your hands and kicking it 

before it hits the ground, or a powerful kick in football which causes the ball to go a long way  
 

 

 



ethic  noun [C usually plural]  
a system of accepted beliefs which control behaviour, especially such a system based on morals:  
the (Protestant) work ethic  
The ethics of journalism are much debated.  
He said he was bound by a scientist's code of ethics.  
Publication of the article was a breach of ethics.  
ethical  adjective  

ethical problems/standards  
ethical practice  
We are a moral, ethical people and therefore we do not approve of their activities.  

ethically  adverb  
This action is ethically questionable.  

ethics  noun [U]  
the study of what is morally right and what is not  

 

parole  US  noun [U]  
when a prisoner is released before their period in prison is finished, with the agreement that they will 

behave well:  
He's been released on parole.  
She hopes to be eligible for parole in 3 years.  
Reynolds was sentenced to life without parole.  
parole  US  verb [T]  

  


